Water wise: Where have all the coho gone?
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I was born in Comox in the early ’70s, and my dad had a small boat that he used to catch our dinner. Coho salmon
returned to spawn in many small streams nearby, and people like my dad caught coho in amounts that would last all
year. We can be sure that coho fishing has been sustaining people here for a very long time, as evidenced by the ancient
and sophisticated salmon traps that can still be seen across the K’omox estuary today.
Now there is very little commercial fishing for coho in B.C., and much of the limited recreational catch here on the east
coast of Vancouver Island is focused on hatchery fish.
So where have all the wild coho gone?
This is a great question. The answer is complicated, and it’s not just about overfishing or changing ocean conditions. Of
all the salmon species, coho spend the longest in freshwater streams. Coho eggs are laid down in the late fall or early
winter, and the fry emerge from the gravel in the spring. They spend the next year growing, and migrate to sea the
following spring. Because of this life cycle, coho juveniles are found in all our healthy coastal streams yearround, and in
many unhealthy creeks and streams as well.
Without even discussing the challenges of ocean life in a changing climate – or the unanticipated problems wrought by
hatcheries – it is easy to see that changes to small streams are not beneficial to coho salmon. This is one reason coho
haven’t been doing so well.
For example, my local stream, Piercy Creek, runs through the flats of West Courtenay, through wet forests and wetlands,
and now beside residential subdivisions like mine. Like most developments, my neighbourhood had drainage installed to
make sure our basements would stay dry.
This is completely normal and necessary, yet on a cumulative scale it destroys our small streams.
Stormwater management is what this process is called. Surrounding Piercy Creek and urban creeks everywhere, an
underground network of pipes drains water from the landscape, and delivers this water directly to the stream network.
More water moves more quickly during wintertime, and as a result the land no longer acts like a slowrelease sponge.
Stewards say that Piercy Creek used to flow most of the year. Now, Piercy Creek dries up for long periods in the summer,
stranding the coho fry that don’t make it downstream in time.
As the creek shrinks, my family watches the remaining stranded coho fry flipping in mud puddles, until the day we notice
the creek bed is dry–and the former puddles are surrounded by the footprints of raccoons.
The bright part of this story is that small streams don’t have to be wrecked by development. We now have the
understanding and the technology to do better.
The new paradigm is called “rainwater management,” which recognizes that rain is a resource to be stewarded, not just
drained off as quickly as possible. Rain gardens are one of the more visible features, while less visible measures like
thicker topsoil are also very important. Implementation is piecemeal, but decades of advocacy by stream stewards is
finally paying off.
In our Valley, the Town of Comox is positioning itself as a leader. The Town doesn’t have much choice, as its Official
Community Plan includes infill housing for Northeast Comox. This area has highprofile problems with urban runoff and
flooding into Queen’s Ditch, and any development here must leave runoff unchanged, or risk legal action. Over the past
few years the landowners and their consultants have been completing studies for this sensitive area. The final phase is
due this year.
Everyone interested in healthy streams—and against nuisance flooding—will be watching. We can be sure the coho
salmon will be watching too.
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